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Today in luxury marketing:

Ghosting at Gucci

Gucci's Alessandro Michele could put the "Ghostbusters" refrain on a T -shirt, but not out of purposeful kinship with
the movie's bumbling practitioners. Rather than take umbrage at the creative appropriation antics of the entity known
as GucciGhost, Michele invited him into the official Gucci fold. The brand's show Feb. 24 will feature a
collaboration between its red-hot creative director, who has captivated the fashion world with his gentle, often
gender-ambiguous Gucci, and Brooklyn-based artist GucciGhost, aka Trouble Andrew, aka Trevor Andrew, per
Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Momentum in Dubai, Middle East's fashion mecca

When the Ibn Battuta Mall opened 10 years ago, it was one of Dubai's premier shopping attractions. Part of the mall's
allure was its epic architectural narrative, told through a patchwork of larger-than-life styles that harked back to a 14th
century expedition made by its famous namesake: Ibn Battuta was one of the Arab world's greatest explorers,
traversing North Africa, Egypt, Persia, India and places far to the east of the Islamic realm, in an odyssey that
surpassed Marco Polo's, according to Business of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion

Louis Vuitton watch earns mark of quality

"Make sure your story leads with a picture of the watch, not my face," Hamdi Chatti, vice president at LVMH Watches
and Jewelry, said with a smile as he rolled up his sleeves to pose for photographs in his sun-dappled office
overlooking the River Seine last month, says The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article

Nordstrom's high cost for online sales

Nordstrom Inc. says it is  struggling to control the high costs of competing for online sales, reports Wall Street
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Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on Wall Street Journal
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